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INFINIUM DATA MIGRATION 

 
Circumstances change.  Sometimes companies decide to migrate off their Infinium systems to other 
platforms to best reach their corporate goals.  Big data changes can turn into giant headaches.   
 
Overworked and understaffed IT departments may not have the time and/or experience to map Infinium 
data over to a new platform as a starting point.  TCI is the Infinium data migration expert. 
 
TCI has experience in mapping and moving Infinium data over to different platforms as the new data 
starting point.  Our best practices knowledge of the Infinium files and how to map the data quickly and 
easily have made us the point person for many customers who were in this situation.   
 
We have successfully completed Infinium HR/PY and Infinium Financials data mapping and transfer into 
the following: 
 

Infinium to:   UltiPro    Lawson  
Oracle Cloud   Infor Cloud  
PeopleSoft   Ceridian 
SAP    Paychex 
ADP    Sage 
Microsoft Dynamics  ADP 

 Workday   JD Edwards 
 Ultipro 

 
Worried your files are too custom?  We can take care of that too.  
 
If you don’t need the Infinium data mapped; possibly, you only need to have an easier way to access 
historical Infinium data without keeping Infinium running.  TCI can export all historical Infinium data to an 
SQL database loaded on a PC.  This allows for Infinium historical access while decommissioning the iSeries.  
 
TCI has done data migration and historical data transfer for numerous companies, such as:  Porsche Cars 
North America, Bob Evans, Morton Salt, and Nintendo.  
 
Whatever your Infinium need is, TCI is here to help.  Contact Jerry Daniel, Infinium Director, 
jdaniel@tcipro.com, 502.314.3733, for more information.  
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Technology Consulting Inc. 

Phone: 502-314-3733  JDaniel@tcipro.com 
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